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                            Satisfied and happy patients and a successful, future-proof business model for your practice.                        

                        
                            The BOB-App of Curaden provides prevention as an essential pillar of your practice and supports to reactivate and motivate existing patients which in turn will generate prospective new patients. Beside of the BOB-App, Curaden will support you with BOB Education and High-quality CURAPROX dental care products. We would be happy to tell you more about it.
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                            Introduce BOB 
 to your patients!                        

                        
                            The BOB-App is an easy, effective management and monitoring tool which motivates and creates improved and enhanced oral hygiene routines for your patients. It is a simple bleeding on (interdental) brushing index combined with an interdental brush mouth map in which the patient can view what color/size to use where. The perfect visual aid for your patients which is understandable and accepted.

The software guides you and your patients through the complete method. It is adapted to the processes in practice, has a simple structure and functions intuitively. It was created to be fully comprehended and understood by the patient as well. This is what sets this software apart from other available dental evaluation softwares.
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                            Guideline and 
 motivational tool                        

                        
                            The BOB-App is a motivational and monitoring tool which provides a simple guidance which assists in an individualized and optimized oral health strategy for the patient. It can be completed as part of any professional teeth cleaning or other professional session with a dentist or dental hygienist.

It also provides a foundation for effective communication with your patients. It aids in motivating them by defining a starting point and controlling and measuring the improvement through categorized scores.
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                        The BOB App 
 is made up of three parts                    
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                    Dental status   (crowns, implants, missing teeth)  
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                    Bleeding on brushing    (number of bleeding interdental spaces) 
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                    Interdental brush sizes  (recommended sizes for each interdental space) 
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                        The category levels associated to 
 each BOB-App result                    
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                    In a very simple and understandable way for the patient, the BOB-App shows your patients how their personal oral care and prevention habits can be improved in minutes



                


            

        

    

    
        
            
                
                    Key features of the  BOB-App
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                                It assists you

                                through the whole process in simple and easy steps
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                                Handles

                                all data analysis and calculations.
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                                Displays results

                                in straightforward categories that give the patient a clear visual status of their assessment.
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                                Serves as a guide

                                for the interaction and communication with the patient.
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                                        Overview  BOB-App
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                            Monitoring

                            Provides a continuous monitoring instrument which highlights and measures with room for improvement.

                        

                                            
                            Registers

                            the initial dental status and thus records the basis for the patient.

                        

                                            
                            Documents

                            all bleeding interdental spaces and the recommended interdental brush sizes.

                        

                                            
                            Provides the ultimate

                            visual guide for oral care at home.
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                        Value added 
 Get your full  BOB-App program                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        • License to use the BOB-App

• 2 hours of inhouse BOB-App Training

• 25% on iTOP Seminars (within 12 months)
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                        Quotes                    
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                            Theodora Little 
RDH RDT RCS, England 

                            
“Monitoring, measuring and motivating patients has never been so easy, Bob is every hygienists dream assistant”
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                            Birgit Hühn 
RDH, Germany

                            
“The BOB-Score improves patient service, which not only creates improved oral health but also improved dental treatment”
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                            Stacy Atnip
 RDH, BS, US

                            
“BOB is accessible and accepted by all who venture on. BOB creates communication

which is easy to comprehend and

appreciated by patients”


                        

                                

        

    

    
        
            
                
                                        
                        Sign Up                    

                    Would you like to use the BOB App in your own practice? Please fill in the details requested below and we will get in touch with you as soon as possible.



                

            


            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Practice:
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Practice name *
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Street *
                                
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Zip Code *
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                City *
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Country *
                                
                                    Select country
Albania
Austria
Australia
Argentina
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Benelux
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Bosnia & Herzegovina
Cambodia
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Ecuador
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
India
Japan
Jordan
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Lebanon
Lithuania
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Mongolia
Montenegro
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
South-Korea
South-Africa
Spain
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
Switzerland
Sweden
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Thailand
The Netherlands
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Ukraine
United Arabic Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Vietnam


                                
                                *Is your country not included in the list, then please select “Other country”.
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                General email address of the Practice                                    *
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            This is the email address that receives all communication, such as the login details                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Contact person:
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                Full Name *
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Phone number *
                                
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                BOB App users:
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                First Name
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Last Name
                                
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                E-mail *
                                
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            + Add more BOB App users
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                
                                    Check here to indicate that you have read and agree to our                                    Terms and conditions
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                                                    Do you already have a BOB account?

                                                                            Download the BOB App for your tablet:

                                            

                    
                                                    
                                                                            
                        


                    

                

        

    





    
        
            
                ×
                
                    
                        
                            Your request has been successfully submitted!

                            
                                General email adress of the Practice" will receive emails about the progress of the BOB App request.
                                Please keep an eye on the spam folder as well, as messages might inadvertently end up there!                            
Kind regards,
 Curaden Prevention One

                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                ×
                
                    
                        
                            Your registration was unsuccessful

                            
                                Please contact our support team under support@prevention-one.com                            
Kind regards,
 Curaden Prevention One

                        

                    

                

            

        

    







    

        

	

					
				COUNTRY SELECTION
	Polska
	Italia
	España
	International


			

					
				NEWSLETTER
			Sign up to our newsletter to receive the latest updates, studies and interviews.


	Email
	



     Country
    Choose your country
United Kingdom
Deutschland
Schweiz
Italia
France
España
Portugal
Czechia
Slovenija
Australia
Chile
Other
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